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The aim of this note is to give a topological proof of the following 
two theorems. Prof. J. DE GROOT proved the first theorem by metric 
methods using a theorem of Bing, and suggested the second one. 
Theorem 1: A topological space which is the union of a finite 
number of closed metrizable subsets, is itself metrizable. 
Theorem 2: A topological space which is the union of a locally 
finite family of closed metrizable subsets, is itself metrizable. 
It may be observed that the word "finite" in theorem 1 cannot be 
replaced by "countable". Any countably infinite non-metrizable T1-space 
provides a counter-example. 
Our proofs will be based on the following characterizing property of 
metrizable spaces: a regular topological space is metrizable if and only if 
it has a a-locally finite base (see e.g. [3] and [4]). By a a-locally finite 
base is meant a base which consists of a countable number of locally 
finite families of open sets. 
Proof of theorem 1: Evidently, it is sufficient to prove the 
theorem for the case in which the topological space T is the union of two 
closed metrizable subsets A and B. First we prove the regularity ofT. 
T is evidently a T1-space. Let pET, and F a closed subset ofT, such 
that p ¢:F. We must prove the existence of a.n open set U with 
p E U C U C T'-..F. If p is contained in the interior of at least one of 
the sets A, B, say p E ~(A), then there exists by the regularity of A 
an open set U C ~(A), such that p E U C U C A"-F C T"-F. Ifp E A n B, 
then there exist sets UA C A, resp. U B CB, open in A, resp. B, which 
contain p and whose closures do not intersect F. Then there exist open 
sets U~, U~, such that UA=U~nA, UB=U~nB; and U=U~n U~ 
has the required property. 
Now we are going to construct a a-locally finite base of T. Let 
S2!n={Anc<!cx Eln}, n=l, 2, ... , 
resp. mm={BmtM EJm}, m=l, 2, ... , 
be locally finite families of sets, which are open in A, resp. B, constituting 
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a base for A, resp. B. Let D=ffi(A) f1 9t(B) (the intersection ofthe 
boundaries of A and B), and 
2£;. = {An.x f1 if(A)I1X E In}, n= 1, 2, ... , 
m~={Bmp (1 if(B)IP EJm}, m=1, 2, ... , 
m~ = {An,.IAn,. (1 D=!= 0, 1X E In}, n= l, 2, ... . 
Write 
m~={An,.I1X EI~}. n=1, 2, .... 
Since B is paracompact, we can find sets A~"' .:JAM f1 D of B, which 
are open in B, such that {A~,.11X E I~} is locality finite in B, for n= 1, 2, .. . 
(cf. e.g. [2]). Now let A!,.=if((A~" f1 T".A) U An,.}, 1X E I~, n= l, 2, ... . 
Then m:= {A!,.I(X E I~} is a locally finite family of open sets of T for 
,n= l, 2, .... Let 
m:.m = {if((A!,. (1 (n{QIQ E mm, Q .:JAn" (1 D})) u An .. )I1X E I~}. 
Each m:.m is a locally finite family of open sets ofT, and the families 
m~. n= l, 2, ... , m~. m= l, 2, ... , ~.m• n, m= l, 2, ... , jointly consti-
tute a a-locally finite base ofT. We shall show this. 
The a-local finiteness is obvious. Now let U be an open set of T, 
and p E U. If p E if(A) or p E ~(B), say p E ~(A}, then there exists an 
element 0 of one of the m:~, such that p E 0 C U, since these families 
constitute a base of ~(A). Assume p ED. Then there exists a Q and 
a natural number m, such that p E Q E mm and Q c u. Then we can 
·find ann and an An,. E m:n, such that p E AM C U, An" f1 DC Q. In that 
case the element 0 of m!.m corresponding to 1X has the property p E 0 C U. 
This proves the theorem. 
Proof of theorem 2: LetT satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
Any point ofT is an interior point of the (finite) union of'the sets of the 
given family, that contain it. This u~on being metrizable according to 
theorem l, it is easily seen. that T is regular and locally metrizable. T is 
a T1-space which is the union of a locally finite family of closed para-
compact subsets. Then, as E. MICHAEL remarked (see [2]}, T is para-
compact. Hence, T being a locally metrizable paracompact Hausdorff 
spac13, ']" is metrizable (see [l]. and [5])~ 
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